
BUBBLY 730

Bringing Design to Life



BUBBLY 730

/10 LEMONADE + TEA /35 TURQUOISE SPRINKLES

/81 GREYHOUND /82 CHAMPAGNE

/40 BLUEBERRY CRUSH /52 ORANGE CRUSH

Patterns shown are not to scale
Product may vary in color due to the nature of the media
Please refer to website for current color range
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BUBBLY 730

DESIGNER 

CONTENT

WIDTH / WEIGHT

REPEAT

FINISH

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

APPLICATION

FLAMMABILITY
Cal Bulletin 117e
ASTM E84 Adhered
ASTM E84 Unadhered
NFPA 260
NFPA 701

CLEANING CODE

DESCRIPTION 

Courtney Brooks

100% Bella-Dura®

54” / 16.93 oz linear yard

none

Stain repellent + Acrylic backing

     85,000 Double rubs

Meets all ACT standards

Upholstery

WS / with 20% bleach ratio

BUBBLY is a high-performance bleach 
cleanable fabric woven with proprietary 
yarns from the Bella-Dura® brand. The 
unique blending of a multi-textured 
boucle yarn, surrounded by a complex 
heathered slub yarn, allow for elegant 
depth and a soft tactile hand. Bubbly 
proudly passes 85,000 double rubs and 
is available in 6 uniquely different colors.

BENEFITS

Recyclable: Bella-Dura’s® recycle stream is a closed loop. At the end 
of a long and useful life, 100% of Bella-Dura® fabric and scrap can be 
safely and easily recycled. The process begins by sending samples of 
the fabric and a completed description/approval form for the waste 
available for recycling. Once approved, fabric is returned to  
Bella-Dura® and the fabric enters our recycling stream.

Sustainable: The manufacturing of Bella-Dura® requires substantially 
less energy, only a small amount of water, and produces no harmful 
industrial waste. Therefore, the very processing of Bella-Dura®  
prevents further environmental contamination.

Bleach Cleanable: Bella-Dura® is so tough it can be cleaned with 
bleach, which is essential in healthcare settings. Bella-Dura® is  
inherently resistant to bleach and harsh chemicals used for cleaning 
and disinfecting in the healthcare industry.

Microbe Resistant: Bella-Dura® resists microbes and mildew on the 
fabric. When it comes to the bacterial growth, Bella-Dura® can safely 
be cleaned with bleach, or other hospital approved disinfectants, 
remaining within the CDC recommendations for killing these germs.

Fluorine Free: This textile option, without a moisture barrier (or 
anti-microbial), allows Bella-Dura® to be HHI compliant while still 
offering all the performance attributes desired in a contract setting.  
For projects that may require a water repellent, C-Zero (from Crypton) 
can be applied and still qualify. Textiles that are loomstate or rinse and 
frame will also pass for HHI.


